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A US Marine Corps corporal participating in a training exercise in the United Arab Emirates in February. Exercise ‘Native Fury’ was designed to engage Marines in a wide variety of training scenarios with different training objectives – not the least of which is operating in a very different environment from that they normally enjoy. (Photo: US Marine Corps)

Small inserts on cover depict
- The USS GERALD R FORD conducting high-speed turns during trials in the Atlantic Ocean in October 2019. (Photo: US Navy)
- A Russian soldier fires an 9M133 KORNET (NATO designation AT-14 SPRIGGAN) ATGM. Introduced into the Russian Army in 1998, it has become one of Russia’s most widely-produced and exported GEN 3 ATGM. (Photo: Russian Ministry of Defence)
- The Next-Generation Fighter (NGF) manned component of the ambitious European Future Combat Air System (FCAS) programme, as envisioned by Dassault Aviation. (Image: Dassault Aviation)

Photo on Contents page
US Marines providing security during preparations in February at Fort Greely, AK, for Exercise Arctic Edge – a training event designed to allow Marines to rehearse and perfect techniques for identifying and combating threats in Arctic conditions. (Photo: US Marine Corps)
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